The Bluetooth Special Interest Group released the Electronic Shelf Label (ESL) profile and service specification at the beginning of 2023. With the essential additions in the Bluetooth Core Specification version 5.4 (e.g., Periodic Advertising with Responses and Encrypted Advertising Data), the ESL specification defines a standardized use of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) in electronic shelf labels.

This document introduces the Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag example project, accompanied by an Access Point host application through examples, which describes the essential features of the BLE ESL. In addition, this document also describes how the ESL network can be configured, through multiple examples. And finally, the document also describes the first steps for how to modify the sample application, extending it to use an additional, or different, display, and using non-volatile memory for storing images.

KEY POINTS

- Preparing the ESL Tags and access point
- Using the ESL
- Extending the ESL example with an additional display
1 Introduction

Chapter 2 Prerequisites provides all prerequisites needed to build, program, and use the Electronic Shelf Label (ESL) Tags and access point (AP).

Chapter 3 Documentation describes where the ESL API documentation and detailed ESL access point documentation can be found.

Chapter 4 Bluetooth ESL provides a detailed introduction to BLE Electronic Shelf Label (ESL) Tags.

Chapter 5 Preparing the ESL Network provides the steps to prepare the ESL access point (Section 5.1 ESL Access Point) and how to build the Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example project and program it to the target device (Section 5.2 ESL Tags).

Chapter 6 The ESL Network describes how to run the ESL network, both in automatic and manual mode. Section 6.2 ESL AP in Manual Mode focuses on the different states an ESL Tag can be in, and how to do the transitions between these with the access point implementation. All available commands are introduced, most of them with an example.

And finally, chapter 7 Extending the Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag Example provides information on how to extend the example code with an additional display and the relevant configurations and API calls.
2 Prerequisites

Requirements:

- A computer with:
  - Latest version of Simplicity Studio v5
  - Python 3 (minimum, version 3.9 preferred), [1]
  - The following Python packages:
    - cryptography [2]
    - ctypesgen [3]
    - intelhex [4]
    - NumPy [5]
    - Pillow [6]
    - qrcode [7]

- One EFR BLE radio board to be used with access point

- One or more WSTK + radio board sets as ESL Tag (BRD4182A radio board recommended). The ESL example project uses the WSTK LCD screen as the ESL display. Supported radio boards are BRD4161A, BRD4168A, and BRD4182A.

For supported radio boards, see Appendix A Supported Radio Boards.
3 Documentation

Full API documentation can be found at docs.silabs.com, or alternatively accessed within Simplicity Studio v5. Select the device in use, browse to the DOCUMENTATION tab in Launcher view, and search for "Silicon Labs Bluetooth API Reference Guide".

The detailed access point documentation is in folder:

<SDK path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap/readme/, file readme.md.
4 Bluetooth ESL

4.1 Periodic Advertising with Responses

This chapter describes the basics of the Bluetooth LE Periodic Advertising with Responses (PAwR) feature, how it is used in the BLE ESL application, and basics regarding how to form a PAwR network in BLE ESL.

4.1.1 Introduction

Advertising in Bluetooth is commonly used between a Peripheral and a Central device for the Peripheral to indicate its aim to connect with the Central device. As an example, a Bluetooth headset (Peripheral, Advertiser) is advertising Connectable Advertisements and a mobile phone (Central device, Scanner) scans these advertisements. If an advertisement is received, the Central device establishes a Bluetooth Connection with the Peripheral device.

Bluetooth also defines "Connectionless" communication mode where a device advertises non-connectable advertisement packets, which can be received by the scanning device. An example of such an application is, for example, an asset tracking device, which is broadcasting (Broadcaster) the asset-specific identification information. An Observer device receiving these packets then detects that the broadcasting device is in proximity of the scanning device and then receives these broadcasted messages.

Bluetooth 5.0 defined a Periodic Advertisement feature. Periodic Advertising allows Non-connectable Advertisements to be sent at a fixed interval where advertising data can be sent. One or more Observers can then listen and receive these advertisements. Because the transmissions happen at a fixed interval, the Observer (and Broadcaster) can go to sleep between advertisement events instead of being in receive mode (Scanning) all the time. Periodic Advertisement could be used for example in a sensor network where sensor peripherals are advertising the sensor data periodically and a Central device can receive the sensor data without the need to scan all the time.

PAwR is a BLE extension (released in BT Core 5.4) to Periodic Advertising. In Periodic Advertising, the data communication is limited to be from the Broadcaster to the Observer. In PAwR, the roles of Broadcaster and Observer are swapped. The Central device becomes a Broadcaster, which advertises periodically by keeping up the PAwR train of packets. The Observer becomes a Peripheral device synchronized to the periodic advertisement train. Data from the Central device to the Peripheral device can be sent over the PAwR. The Peripheral device may send data to the Central device by placing the data in the dedicated Response Slot(s). PAwR makes it possible for thousands of Peripheral devices to synchronize to the Central device's periodic advertisement and allows exchange data between the Central device and Peripherals without the need to establish a connection.

Peripheral devices keep synchronization to the Central device by receiving the PAwR train transmitted by the Central device. At a minimum, the PAwR train transmitted by the Central device consists of an empty Advertising physical channel PDU.

The theoretical maximum payload size in PAwR packet is 251 bytes of Advertising Data. As an example, in the Electronic Shelf Label application (BT SIG defined Profile/Service), the payload is limited to 48 bytes.

Figure 1. BLE Connection Modes
4.1.2 Periodic Advertising with Responses Basics

Periodic Advertising with Responses (PAwR) is kind of a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system, where communication between nodes (single Central device and one or more Peripheral devices) happen in predefined time slots. The fundamental timing period is the "Periodic Advertising Interval" which is the interval of periodic advertisements sent by the Central device. Each Peripheral device receives the periodic advertisement once in the Periodic Advertising Interval to keep synchronization to the PAwR train.

Each Periodic Advertising Interval is divided into 1-128 Subevents and each Subevent to 0-255 Response Slots. In theory 128 x 255 = 32,640 Peripheral devices may be mapped to one PAwR train. The Periodic Advertising Interval can be between 7.5ms to ~82 seconds. The figure below shows the Periodic Advertising Interval divided into Subevents.

![Figure 2. Basics of Periodic Advertising with Responses](image)

In each Subevent, the Central device transmits one Periodic Advertisement to all Peripherals in that particular Subevent. Each Peripheral has its unique Response Slot where it may send data to the Central device. The allocation of the Response Slots is application-specific. PAwR itself doesn't specify in any means the content of the data or the protocol for how the data should be handled by any of the devices.
4.1.3 PAwR Timing

PAwR introduces several timing parameters to define the different intervals and delays. This allows endless possibilities to define the best parameters to meet the system/application bandwidth, latency, and energy consumption requirements.

The following timing parameters exist in PAwR:

- **Periodic Advertising Interval (7.5ms - 81.91875sec)**
  - Interval of the periodic advertisement train. PAI must be defined so that all the allocated Subevents fit into the PAI.

- **Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval (7.5ms - 318.72ms)**
  - Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval is the duration of one Subevent. All Subevents have the same duration. One Subevent includes one transmission from the Central device and possible Response Slots from the Peripherals. Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval must be defined so that all allocated Response Slots and the Periodic Advertising Response Slot Delay fit into one Subevent.

- **Periodic Advertising Response Slot Delay (1.25ms - 317.5ms)**
  - Periodic Advertising Response Slot Delay is the duration between the Central device transmission to the first Response Slot. Periodic Advertising Response Slot Delay must be defined so that the Central device has enough time to transmit its message and be ready to receive the response in the first Response Slot.

- **Response Slot Spacing (0.25ms – 31.875ms)**
  - Response Slot Spacing is the duration of one Response Slot. All Response Slots have the same duration. One Response Slot includes one transmission from one Peripheral device to the Central device. Response Slot Spacing must be defined so that the whole Peripheral response fits into the Response Slot including the T_IFS (Inter Frame Space, min 150us).

Once the timing parameters of the PAwR are defined, the PAwR train is set up and Peripheral devices are synchronized after which the timing parameters cannot be (dynamically) changed.

![PAwR Timings Diagram](image)

**Figure 3. PAwR Timings**

4.1.4 PAwR in BLE ESL

In BLE ESL, each ESL Tag belongs to one Subevent, in ESL context, called a Group. A maximum of 255 ESL Tags can be mapped to one Group (=Subevent). The ESL Service/Profile determines how the Response Slots are allocated for each ESL Tag. Each ESL doesn’t have its own predefined Response Slot; instead, the Response Slot is determined by the order of commands (TLVs, Tag Length Value) sent by the Central device (Access Point). More than one ESL Tag can be addressed in one Subevent. The first addressed command requiring the ESL Tag to respond is responded in the first Response Slot, the second addressed command responded in the second Response Slot, and so on. If there are multiple commands to one ESL Tag in a single AP message, the allocated Response Slot is based on the last addressed command. For example, ESL A receives command in 1st and 3rd TLV. ESL B receives command in 2nd TLV. The ESL A responds in 3rd Response Slot and ESL B in 2nd Response Slot.

The maximum payload size in BLE ESL Service/Profile is 48 bytes. The minimum command size is 2 bytes. Each ESL Payload starts with Group ID, which is 1 byte. This means that a maximum of 23 ESL Tags can be addressed in one Subevent, meaning that a
maximum of 23 ESL Tags may have a respond in one Subevent. From the PAwR perspective, there may be more ESL Tags mapped to one Subevent than there are Response Slots allocated. In other words, a maximum of 23 Response Slots needs to be allocated to one Subevent because only a maximum of 23 ESL Tags can respond in one Subevent. This is an important factor when determining the PAwR parameters for the ESL Tag network. The maximum command size is 17 bytes, meaning a maximum of two commands fit to one message.

PAwR communication is not the only radio communication happening between the Access Point (Central device) and Peripheral devices (ESL Tags). Enough radio time for the Access Point must be reserved for other BLE activities like Scanning and Connection. This must be taken into account when determining the PAwR parameters. The Periodic Advertising Interval determines the overall latency of the system, because each ESL Tag has the opportunity to be accessed once in a Periodic Advertising Interval. On the other hand, each ESL Tag must listen/receive its dedicated Subevent to keep synchronized to the PAwR train. The Periodic Advertising Interval is then a trade of parameter between the system latency and ESL Tag power consumption. A short Periodic Advertising interval means short latency but higher power consumption and vice versa. Usually, a 1 to 10 second interval is used in similar types of proprietary ESL networks.

Some examples of how to select the PAwR timing parameters and how to allocate the Subevents are introduced below.
### 1000 ESL Tags, 4 Second Periodic Advertising Interval, “Packed”

In this example, 1000 ESL are mapped to minimum time Subevent. 50 Subevents are allocated, meaning 20 ESL Tags are mapped to one Subevent. Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval is calculated to fit 20 Response Slots. Response Slot Duration is defined to fit maximum ESL payload, additional protocol overhead and Inter Frame Space (T_IFS = 150us) between the Response Slots.

This mapping approach results to one 2.7 second slot for Connections and Scanning.

The access time for one ESL Tag is the maximum Periodic Advertising Interval, 4 seconds. Accessing individually all ESL Tags in the network will take 1 to 10 Periodic Advertising Intervals (4 – 10 seconds).

- **Number Subevents**
  - 50
- **Number of Response Slots (= ESL Tags per Group)**
  - 20
- **Response Slot Duration**
  - 1ms
- **Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval**
  - 26.25ms
  - 5ms Periodic Advertisement Response Slot Delay
  - 20 Response Slots x 1ms = 20ms for Response Slots
  - 1.25ms gap between Subevents
- **Periodic Advertising Interval**
  - 4 seconds
  - 50 Subevents x 26.25ms = 1.3125 seconds
  - 2.6875 seconds reserved for Connection & Scanning
- **Single ESL Access Time**
  - 4 seconds
- **Total Time to access 1000 ESLs:**
  - Minimum command size (2 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(20 / 23) = 1
    - => 1 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 4 seconds
  - Maximum command size (17 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(20 / 2) = 10
    - => 10 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 40 seconds

![Figure 4. PAwR Timing Example: “Packed”, 1000 ESLs](image-url)
1000 ESL Tags, 4 Second Periodic Advertising Interval, “Evenly Distributed”

In this example, 1000 ESL are mapped to evenly along the Periodic Advertising Interval. 50 Subevents are allocated, meaning 20 ESL Tags are mapped to one Subevent. Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval is calculated by dividing the Periodic Advertising Interval to equal length Subevents. Response Slot Duration is defined to fit maximum ESL payload, additional protocol overhead and Inter Frame Space (T_IFS = 150us) between the Response Slots.

This mapping approach results to at least 55ms slot for Connections and Scanning every 80ms (Subevent).

The access time for one ESL Tag is the maximum Periodic Advertising Interval, 4 seconds. Accessing individually all ESL Tags in the network will take 1 to 10 Periodic Advertising Intervals (4 – 10 seconds).

- Number Subevents
  - 50
- Number of Response Slots (= ESL Tags per Group)
  - 20
- Periodic Advertising Interval
  - 4 seconds
- Response Slot Duration
  - 1ms
- Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval
  - 4000ms / 50 = 80ms
    - 5ms Periodic Advertisement Response Slot Delay
    - 20 Response Slots x 1ms = 20ms for Response Slots
    - 55-75ms gap between Subevents for Connection & Scanning
- Single ESL Access Time
  - 4 seconds
- Total Time to access 1000 ESLs:
  - Minimum command size (2 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(20 / 23) = 1
    - => 1 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 4 seconds
  - Maximum command size (17 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(20 / 2) = 10
    - => 10 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 40 seconds

![Figure 5. PAwR Timing Example: “Evenly Distributed”, 1000 ESLs](image-url)
10000 ESL Tags, 4 Second Periodic Advertising Interval, “Packed”

In this example, 10000 ESL are mapped to the minimum time Subevent. 50 Subevents are allocated, meaning 200 ESL Tags are mapped to one Subevent. Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval is calculated to fit 23 Response Slots. Response Slot Duration is defined to fit the maximum ESL payload, additional protocol overhead and Inter Frame Space (T_IFS = 150us) between the Response Slots.

This mapping approach results to one 2.6 second slot for Connections and Scanning.

The access time for one ESL Tag is maximum the Periodic Advertising Interval, 4 seconds. Accessing individually all ESL Tags in the network will take 1 to 10 Periodic Advertising Intervals (4 – 10 seconds).

- Number Subevents
  - 50
- Number of Response Slots
  - 23 (200 ESL Tags per Group)
- Response Slot Duration
  - 1ms
- Periodic Advertising Subevent Interval
  - 28.75ms
    - 5ms Periodic Advertisement Response Slot Delay
    - 23 Response Slots x 1ms = 23ms for Response Slots
    - 0.75ms gap between Subevents
- Periodic Advertising Interval
  - 4 seconds
    - 50 Subevents x 28.75ms = 1.4375 seconds
    - 2.5625 seconds reserved for Connection & Scanning
- Single ESL Access Time
  - 4 seconds
- Total Time to access 10000 ESLs:
  - Minimum command size (2 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(200 / 23) = 9
    - => 9 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 36 seconds
  - Maximum command size (17 bytes)
    - ROUNDUP(200 / 2) = 100
    - => 100 Advertising Intervals x 4 sec = 400 seconds

---

Figure 6. PAwR Timing Example: “Packed”, 10000 ESLs
4.2 Encrypted Advertising Data (EAD)

In addition to PAwR, Bluetooth 5.4 introduced another feature which is essential for the Bluetooth Electronic Shelf Label service: Encrypted Advertising Data (EAD). The EAD is the first standardized method to use encryption for the advertisement data (also with responses), making the communication secure in connectionless modes. Prior to Bluetooth 5.4, encryption was only defined for connection-orientated communication.

The encrypted data will be encapsulated within an Advertising Data structure, as shown in Figure 7 below. Bluetooth uses CCM algorithm to encrypt and authenticate the data, which includes the ESL specific payload, a 40-bit long Randomizer field (i.e., 5 octets of random data), and a 32-bit long Message Integrity Check (MIC) field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertising Payload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Len</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESL Tag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Encrypted Advertising Data Format
5 Preparing the ESL Network

5.1 ESL Access Point

All the core functionalities of the ESL access point (AP) are implemented as a C program, with some additional parts, e.g., the command line interface, implemented with Python. The host program utilizes BGAPI binary protocol to control an EFR32 based radio in Network Co-processor (NCP) mode. Thus, the ESL AP requires an EFR32 based BLE device, and a host (PC) running the access point implementation. For more information about NCP, refer to the application note AN1259: Using the Silicon Labs Bluetooth® Stack v3.x and Higher in Network Co-Processor Mode [8].

The access point implementation has been documented in readme file, located in:

<SDK>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap/readme/

5.1.1 Install Python and Required Packages

Silicon Labs recommends using Python version 3.9, which can be downloaded from www.python.org [1]. In addition to the Python itself, the access point requires these additional packages: cryptography library [2], ctypesgen (ctypes wrapper generator) [3], intelhex [4], NumPy [5], Python Imaging Library (Pillow) [6], and qrcode, a QR code generator [7]. The required additional packages can be installed directly with the pip package installer (pip is part of the Python installer if downloaded from python.org).

On Linux / Mac, run the following from command line:

```
python –m pip install cryptography ctypesgen intelhex numpy pillow qrcode
```

On Windows, the command is a bit different:

```
py –m pip install cryptography ctypesgen intelhex numpy pillow qrcode
```

In addition to the required packages listed above, one additional recommended Python package is colorlog [9], which color-codes Python’s logging module output. This makes the access point command line interface more readable.

Optionally, all required packages can be installed by using the requirements.txt file:

```
pip install -r requirements.txt
```

Note: if Python3 isn’t the default Python version, the commands above might require using the format python3 –m pip install <package>. For further usage examples, check the pip documentation: pip.pypa.io/en/stable/ [10].

If the pip command is added to the PATH variable, the installed packages can be listed with command pip list, or alternatively the installed packages can be listed by using the long command version: python –m pip list on Linux/Mac, or py –m pip list on Windows.

![Figure 8. Installed Python Packages](image)

5.1.2 Compiling the Access Point Software

After all the necessary Python packages have been installed, the access point host application can be built. Building the C application requires make tool, and a C compiler, e.g., GCC. On Windows, these can be installed using MinGW, and on Linux and Mac, using the package manager.
At the moment, the only supported build environment on Windows is MinGW-64. The makefiles make sure that the gcc is used with a proper prefix (x86_64-w64-mingw32-). The recommended build environment on Windows is MSYS2.

2. Open the Mintty bash. Make sure to start MINGW-w64 64 (mingw64.exe) when launching Mintty. 32-bit versions of MYSYS2 will not work.
3. Install additional packages:
   ```bash
   pacman -S make mingw-w64-x86_64-gcc mingw-w64-x86_64-python mingw-w64-x86_64-python-pip
   ```
4. Install ctypesgen with pip:
   ```bash
   pip install ctypesgen
   ```

To build the project (Mac, Linux, and MSYS2 on Windows):

- Change to the exported project directory:
  ```bash
  cd <sdk path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap
  ```
- Build the project using the `make` command.

5.1.3 ESL Access Point Hardware

The ESL access point (AP) Python implementation communicates with the ESL tags through a radio interface operating in Network Co-Processor (NCP) mode. Therefore, the EFR device operating as access point has to be programmed with Bluetooth – NCP ESL Access Point firmware.

5.1.4 Bootloader for ESL AP

The first step is to build a bootloader for the EFR32 device operating as NCP, or AP, device. Select the device from the Debug Adapters list, and on the EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS tab, select the Bootloader – NCP BGAPI UART DFU example project.

![Figure 9. Bootloader – NCP BGAPI UART DFU](image)

Build the Bootloader - NCP BGAPI UART DFU project, and program it to the EFR device to be used as an access point. For more information on how to build or program devices using Simplicity Studio v5, see the Simplicity Studio® 5 User's Guide on docs.silabs.com.
More information about the bootloaders can be found in document UG489: Silicon Labs Gecko Bootloader User’s Guide for GSDK 4.0 and Higher [12].

5.1.5 Access Point Firmware

The next step is to build the actual NCP firmware used by the access point. Select the EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS tab, and from the Example Projects list, select the Bluetooth – NCP ESL Access Point, and click CREATE.

Build the firmware and write the image to the target device to be used as the access point.

Successful access point creation can be verified by executing the AP script (app.py) located in folder <SDK path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap/ via command line:

Linux:  
python app.py <serial device>  
Example: python app.py /dev/ttyACM0

Mac:  
python app.py <serial device>  
Example: python app.py /dev/tty.usbmodem000402847501

Windows:  
py -u app.py <serial device>  
Example: py app.py COM3

Note: It is recommended to run the access point script on Windows with option -u to have the log streams unbuffered.
5.2 ESL Tags

The SDK contains an ESL example project called **Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag**, which can be easily compiled and programmed to an EFR32 based BLE radio board connected to a Wireless Starter Kit (WSTK) main board. The example project utilizes the WSTK’s onboard LCD, LEDs, and sensors and is therefore targeted for the WSTK and a radio board combination. It is however possible to compile the **Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag** project also to custom hardware, but this will require some additional configuration steps.

5.2.1 Bootloader for ESL Tags

Just as with the ESL access point device, the ESL Tags also require a bootloader to work properly. While the ESL AP needed a bootloader targeted for an NCP device, the ESL Tags require an Over-The-Air (OTA) DFU capable bootloader: **Bootloader – SoC Bluetooth AppLoader OTA DFU**. The example project can be created by selecting a correct device from the Debug Adapters list, and filtering the Bootloader example projects with keyword "apploader".

Building the bootloader for the tag and writing the image to the target device follows the same steps as with an access point NCP device.

5.2.2 ESL Tag Firmware

To create the example project, first select the device from the Debug Adapters list, and then select the **EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS** tab. On this view, use the filtering options to show only the Bluetooth Example Projects, and/or use the **Filter on keywords** option to search for the ESL Tag example project, **Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag**.
Figure 13. Use the "Filter on keywords" search field to search the "Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag" example project.

Again, as above, build the project and write the image to the target device(s) to be used as an ESL Tag(s).

After programming the ESL Tag target device(s), the WSTK LCD screen should change, indicating that the device is now running the ESL Tag example project.

Figure 14. After programming the built "Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag" project to the EFR32 BLE radio board, the WSTK's LCD screen will indicate the board is now configured to be an ESL tag.
6 The ESL Network

The ESL tags on the ESL network can be in one of five different states: Unassociated, Configuring, Synchronized, Updating, and Unsynchronized, as shown in Figure 15. Transitions between states is controlled by the access point, based on the current state of the ESL tag.

![Figure 15. ESL tag state diagram [13]](image)

The ESL access point emulator (<SDK path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap/) can be run on two different modes: automatic and manual mode.

6.1 ESL AP in Automatic Mode

On automatic mode, the ESL AP starts scanning for ESL tags, and once it finds one, creates a connection to it, reads the GATT database, writes configuration values (ESL ID and group ID, AP sync key, ESL Response key, Nonce, and current time), uploads two random images from the <SDK path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap/image/ folder, and then closes the connection. Figure 16 shows the ESL AP state diagram in automatic mode. Once the ESL tag has been configured and the AP has closed the connection, the tag will be in the Synchronized state (see Figure 15). At this point, the ESL tag will also show one of the uploaded, random images on the WSTK LCD screen.

![Figure 16. ESL AP Emulator Automatic Mode State Diagram](image)
The access point mode can be switched from automatic to manual and vice versa: mode manual will switch the AP to manual mode, and mode auto to automatic mode.

Running the AP in automatic mode will verify that both the AP and ESL tag(s) work as expected. If the image on the ESL tag’s LCD screen has changed, it has been successfully configured by the AP and is now in the Synchronized state.

The application will be introduced in more details in chapters describing the Manual mode operation.

6.2 ESL AP in Manual Mode

To start the AP in manual mode, use option --cmd:
```
python app.py --cmd <serial device>
```

The access point can also be started in more verbose mode with switch -l <level>, e.g.:
```
python app.py /dev/tty.usbmodem0004402847501 -l DEBUG
```

In manual mode, the transitions between tag states are controlled with commands shown in Figure 17, and listed in Table 1. The commands listed next to the states are the ones you can issue on the specific state.

![Figure 17. Commands used to control the ESL tag. Commands in bold font correspond to the opcodes listed in Table 1.](image)

### Table 1. ESL Opcodes and Corresponding ESL AP Commands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opcode</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>AP Command</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>Ping</td>
<td>Does nothing but solicits a response</td>
<td>ping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Unassociate from AP</td>
<td>Transitions the ESL from the Synchronized state to the Unassociated state</td>
<td>unassociate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Service Reset</td>
<td>Sets the Service Needed flag to False</td>
<td>service_reset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>Factory Reset</td>
<td>Requests the ESL to unassociate from the AP and revert to its original state</td>
<td>factory_reset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>Update Complete</td>
<td>Requests that the ESL return to the Synchronized state once synchronized</td>
<td>update_complete</td>
<td>Note: Only for testing purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x10</td>
<td>Read Sensor Data</td>
<td>Requests a response with sensor data, or an indication that data is not yet available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>read_sensor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x11</td>
<td>Refresh Display</td>
<td>Refreshes the current displayed image to keep the displayed image fresh on the display</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>refresh_display</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x20</td>
<td>Display Image</td>
<td>Displays a pre-stored image on an ESL display</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>display_image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x60</td>
<td>Display Timed Image</td>
<td>Displays a pre-stored image on an ESL display at a specified time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>display_image (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With options 'time', 'delay', or 'absolute'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xB0</td>
<td>LED Control</td>
<td>Turns on/off an LED with a color/flashing pattern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>led</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xF0</td>
<td>LED Timed Control</td>
<td>Turns on/off an LED with a color/flashing pattern at a specified time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>led (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>With options 'time', 'delay' or 'absolute'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x_F</td>
<td>Vendor-specific Tag</td>
<td>Allows vendors to specify their own commands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional parameters are listed with [ ], while positional parameters are listed without parentheses. A | is used to denote “or” functionality. For example a command mandatory_param [ opt_param_1 | opt_param_2 ] has the command itself (command), which requires a mandatory parameter (mandatory_param). In addition, the command can have optional parameter(s): either opt_param_1 or opt_param_2. The parameters should follow the order as they have been presented on the command help.

In addition to the commands listed in Figure 17, the access point uses a few other commands that are not dependent on the tag state. These are exit, help, list, mode, sync, scan, script, and set_rssi_threshold.

The exit command will terminate the access point application execution.

The help command will list all available commands, and help <topic> will show the detailed help of that specific command, Figure 18.

![Figure 18. All available commands can be listed with help.](image)

The list command can be used to list all the tags the AP can receive. With option a (or advertising) the AP will list all tags currently advertising (e.g., the ones in Unassociated state), option s (or synchronized) will list all tags currently on Synchronized state, and option c (connected) will list all the tags the AP has connected to. In addition to these three most typical states, the
tags in the Unsynchronized state can be listed with option \texttt{u (unsynchronized)}, With additional option \texttt{-v (--verbose)}, the AP will list more information of the listed tag, e.g., the AP Sync Key and the ESL Response Key, Display information, etc.

\texttt{list [-h] [--verbose] [--group_id <u7>] state [state ...]}

As described in Section 6.1 ESL AP in Automatic Mode, the \texttt{mode} command can be used to switch between the automatic and manual mode.

\texttt{mode [-h] [{auto,manual}]}

Command \texttt{sync} is used to start, or stop, sending synchronization packets to the ESL tags on network. The optional parameters can be used to set the periodic advertisement interval.


See Section 4.1 Periodic Advertising with Responses for more info about selecting appropriate configuration for your needs.

\texttt{scan} command is used to start / stop scanning the ESL tags.

\texttt{scan [-h] [--active] [{start,stop}]}

The \texttt{script} command can be used to record and run scripts containing all possible commands used with the ESL network, making it easy to automate the access point operation.

The \texttt{help} command also lists a command \texttt{set_rssi_threshold}, which can be used to filter out ESL tags based on their RSSI values.

\subsection{Unassociated State}

When an ESL tag is powered, it goes to the Unassociated state, in which the tag will send undirected, connectable advertisement packets. If the ESL AP has been configured to scan (\texttt{scan start}), all advertising tags heard by the AP can be listed with command \texttt{list a}. 
Figure 19. Once the ESL tags have been powered on, they will be in Unassociated state, advertising, as shown by the list commands.

For the ESL tags to stay in low power mode and still receive commands from the access point, the access point must send synchronization packages (with optional commands) to the tags. Enabling the synchronization packet transmission is controlled with command `sync start`. The synchronization configuration can be checked, and modified, with parameter `config`. 
6.2.2 Configuring State

In the Configuring state, the ESL tag is associated to an ESL network. The Configuring state can be entered only from the Unassociated state by creating a connection to the advertising ESL tag:

```
connect <Bluetooth address>
connect 8C:F6:81:B8:82:BE
```

Once connected, the tag will be listed as connected, but still unassociated to the network.

Figure 20. Synchronization packet transmission can be enabled with command `sync start`. 
Associating a connected ESL tag to the network happens via configuration by the access point. Configuring happens by writing new values to the writable characteristics and reading characteristics related to displays, images, sensors, and LEDs. Configuration is successfully completed after reading and writing the characteristics.

Use command `config` to write all the values at once (parameter `full`), or by using each individual item (parameters `esl_id`, `group_id`, `sync_key`, `response_key`, `nonce`, `time`, `absolute`).

```bash
config -h|--full|--esl_id=<u8> |--group_id=<u7> |--sync_key|--response_key|--time|--absolute=<u32> [device]
config --full --esl_id 1
```

It is possible to establish concurrent connections to multiple tags. In such case, the tag has to be addressed with option `[device]`. If there are multiple active connections, the previous `config` command should be give in format

```bash
config --full --esl_id 1 8C:F6:81:B8:82:BE
```
Configuring state is also the state (in addition to Updating state) in which transferring images to the ESL tags is possible. Transferring images to the connected ESL tag is done with command `image_update`:

```
```

```
image_update 0 image/apple.png 1
image_update 1 image/banana.png 1
```

This will add two images to the connected ESL tag: a picture of an apple to image index 0, and a picture of a banana to image index 1.

The Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example project has been configured to store up to two images. The number of images can be changed via projects Software Components (for more details, see Section 7.1 Image Storage).
Figure 23. Images can be transferred to ESL tags in Configuring and Updating states with command `image_update`.

Once the ESL tag has been configured, and (optionally) all images are transferred to it, the access point can close the connection and this way change the tag to Synchronized state.

disconnect [-h] [--group_id <u7>] [<addr>]

disconnect 1
Figure 24. Closing connection to the ESL tag will switch it to Synchronized state.

Now the connect, config, image_update, and disconnect steps should be repeated for rest of the ESL tags to be associated to the network, Figure 25 - Figure 27.

First, connection creation to the second tag.

```
connect 8C:F6:81:B8:83:18
```

After connection creation, the second tag is still unassociated to the ESL network. Therefore, the next step is to associate it to the network by configuring it.

```
config --full --esl_id 2
```
Figure 25. Creating Connection to an ELS Tag

While the second ESL tag is still in the Configuring state, upload images to it.

```
image_update 0 image/bread.png 2
image_update 1 image/chicken.png 2
```
Figure 26. `image_update` command will transfer images to connected ESL tag.

Once the ESL tag has been associated to the network by configuring it, and it now has all necessary images to be shown on the onboard display, the connection to it can be closed and the tag will switch to the Synchronized state.

disconnect 2
6.2.3 Synchronized State

In Synchronized state, the ESL tag is in low-power, low-bandwidth communications mode, receiving the synchronization packages (periodic advertisements) from the AP. The communication model is based on PAwR, which enables synchronization and sending small amount of data from the AP to thousands of ESL tags, while also providing a possibility for the tags to respond to the received messages, if directly addressed.

The synchronized state is considered as the “main” state, in which the tag will spend most of its time. In this state, an access point can request the tag to display an image on the display(s), control the LEDs, and read sensor data from the tag. In addition, transition to the Updating state is controlled by the access point while the tag is in the Synchronized state.

Displaying Images

In the Synchronized state, the access point can send control commands to the ESL tag, e.g., to display an image:

```
display_image [-h] [-g <u7>] [--time <hh:mm:ss> | --absolute <u32>] [--delay <u32>] [--date <YYYY-MM-DD>] esl_id image_index display_index
```

Command

```
display_image 1 0 0
```

will display an apple on the WSTK LCD screen (screen index 0) on ESL tag 1, and command
display_image --delay 3000 2 0 0

will change the image on the WSTK LCD to bread on ESL tag 2 after 3000 ms.

The `display_image` command can also be used to display image on all ESL tags belonging to some group:

display_image all 1 0 0

Now all ESL tags in group 0 (default) will display image from index 1, on WSTK LCD (display index 0). Thus, the ESL tag 1 will display a picture of a banana, and ESL tag 2 will display a picture of a chicken.

![Image of banana and chicken on ESL tags](image.png)

Figure 28. Access point can command tags in synchronized state via Periodic Advertising with Responses (PAwR), e.g. to display an image on the connected display(s).

The Synchronized state also supports refreshing the (current image on) display:

refresh_display [-h] [--group_id <u7>] esl_id display_index

### LEDs

The Synchronized state can also be used to control the LED(s) on the ESL tag:


For example, command

```bash
led --group_id 0 --default --on_period 2 --off_period 2 --brightness 2 --color 2 --repeats 15 --duration 15 --delay 3228 0
```
led --index 1 on 1

will turn on the LED1 on the WSTK used as ESL tag 1.

As shown by the help led output, the LED can be programmed to flash different patterns in addition to just turning it ON/OFF. For example, command

```
led --pattern 10101000111011100101010000 --on_period 75 --off_period 75 --brightness 3 --repeats 3 --index 0 flash 2
```

will flash the LED1 as configured with parameter pattern.

Note: The Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag example project has only one LED configured (index 0), which controls the LED1 on the WSTK.

Figure 29. An ESL tag can have multiple LEDs, and the LEDs support multiple configurations, flashing patterns, etc.

Sensors

List of sensors supported by an ESL tag can be checked with command `list --verbose s`. 
Figure 30. Sensors supported by the ESL tag can be listed with command `list --verbose s`.

Reading data from the sensors is done with command `read_sensor`, with parameters ESL ID and the sensor index:

```
read_sensor [-h] [--group_id <u7>] esl_id sensor_index
```

The sensors are listed with indexes on descending order with `list --verbose s`, thus reading the current input voltage of an ESL tag 1 is achieved with command `read_sensor 1 0`.
Figure 31. Different sensors can be read with command `read_sensor <esl_id> <sensor_index> [g=<group_id>]`. Since the tags (to be read) are in Synchronized state, the read command will be sent via periodic advertisement, and the sensor value will be part of the response.

### 6.2.4 Updating State

To transfer larger data amounts to the ESL tag (e.g. new images), the ESL tag has to transition from the Synchronized state to the Updating state. This occurs by creating a connection to the tag:

```bash
connect 2
```

Once the connection is created, the access point can transfer new images to the ESL tags currently in the Updating state:

```bash
image_update 0 image/croissant.png 2
image_update 1 image/donut.png 2
```
**Figure 32. Creating a connection to an ESL tag in Synchronized state will switch the tag into Updating state.**

And once the data transfer is done, the tag can be switched back to the Synchronized state by the AP closing the connection to:

```
disconnect 2
```

Even though the images on indexes 0 and 1 were updated, the image on the screen hasn’t been changed. The new images just uploaded to the tag can be now displayed on the WSTK LCD screen. Command

```
display_image 2 0 0
```

will display a picture of a croissant on the WSTK LCD screen (screen index 0).
Figure 33. After uploading new images to an ESL tag (in Updating state), the AP will close the connection to the tag, switching it back to synchronized state. Now the access point can again send commands to the tag via periodic advertisements.

The Updating state is also the state from which the ESL tags can be unassociated from the AP / network, or to do a factory reset.

To do the factory reset, first create a connection to switch the tag into Updating state:

```python
connect 1
```
Figure 34. To do a factory reset, the ESL tag has to be in Updating state. Therefore AP has to set the ESL tag first to advertise, and create connection to it.

Once the connection is created (i.e. the ESL tag is in Updating mode), use command

```
factory_reset [-h] [--group_id <u7>] [--pawr] address
```

to reset the ESL tag:

```
factory_reset 1
```

After issuing the command, the ESL tag clears all the images from its memory, clears all settings, and returns to the Unassociated state. Verify this by listing all advertising tags, as seen in Figure 35. Also, the image on the LCD screen is back to the one shown in Figure 14.
Figure 35. Once the connection is created (i.e. the ESL tag is in Updating state), a factory reset can be commanded. After factory reset, the tag will be in Unassociated state, sending (undirected, connectable) advertising packages.

ESL tags can also be unassociated from the AP / network, with command unassociate:

```
unassociate [-h] [--group_id <u7>] address
```

As shown in Figure 17, tags can be unassociated either from the Synchronized state, or from the Updating state. As an example, use the latter method. To set the ESL tag 2 to the Unassociation state, first create a connection to it (i.e., set the tag to the Updating state):

```
connect 2
```
Figure 36. In order to unassociate a tag from the ESL network, the tag has to be either in Synchronized state, or in Updating state.

Once the tag is in the Updating state (i.e. the access point has created connection to the tag), the `unassociate` command can be issued:

```
unassociate 2
```

After the `unassociate` command, the ESL tag is in the Unassociated state, advertising, as shown in Figure 37. As with `factory_reset` command, `unassociate` will also clear the images and LED states. But this is however controlled by the application; user has an option to keep the images and LED states, if needed, with slight modifications to the application.
Figure 37. ESL tags can also be set to Unassociated state without factory reset, with command `unassociate <ESL ID>`. This will set the ESL tag to unassociated state, but the tag will not clear the images, or e.g. the LED states.

Creating a connection to device `8C:F6:81:B8:82:BE` (factory reset) will set the device to the Configuring state, Figure 38.

```bash
connect 8C:F6:81:B8:82:BE
```
Figure 38. Creating a connection to the ESL tag reset earlier (`factory_reset`) will set the device to Configuring state.

Since the ESL tag memory was erased by the factory reset, the access point must be configured again, and optionally new images have to be transferred to the tag:

```
config --full --esl_id 1
image_update 0 image/hamburger.png 1
image_update 1 image/pineapple.png 1
```
Figure 39. After creating the connection, the tag is still considered as Unassociated, and it requires writing the configuration. Once configuration is written, images can be uploaded to the tag.

Closing the connection to the tag will switch the tag to the Synchronized state, and the tag is again ready to receive commands from the AP via periodic advertisements, Figure 40.

disconnect 1
display_image 1 0 0
Figure 40. After creating connection to the ESL tag previously reset, the tag will be in Configuring state, and requires to be configured. After reading/writing the GATT characteristics, the AP can transfer images to the tag, and after closing connection, the tag will be in Synchronized mode.

At this point the ESL tag 1 (8C:F6:81:B8:82:BE) is now in Synchronized state, displaying an image of a hamburger on the WSTK LCD display.

The second ESL tag (8C:F6:81:B8:83:18) is still in Unassociated state, advertising.

The ESL tag can be associated to the AP / network by creating a connection to it (the tag will be in Configuring state), and then closing the connection, after which the tag will be in Synchronized mode. (Figure 41):

```
connect 8C:F6:81:B8:83:18
config --full --esl_id 2
image_update 0 image/pizza.png 2
image_update 1 image/steak.png 2
```
Figure 41. Creating a connection to the ESL tag previously unassociated from the AP will set the tag to a Configuring state. The tag requires the AP to configure it in order to associate the tag to the network, but since the tag was unassociated from the network earlier instead of factory reset, all the images uploaded to the tag are still preserved.

Once the tag is configured, it can be switched to the Synchronized state by closing the connection. After this, the access point can again send commands to the tag via Periodic Advertising with Responses.

disconnect 2
display_image 2 0 0
Figure 42. Since the tag 8C:F6:81:BB:83:18 was unassociated from the network instead of factory reset, all the images stored to it were preserved, and therefore the tag can display the images after associating to a network.
7 Extending the Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag Example

The Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example project can be further extended, with some of the changes being only a configuration change, but the current API also supports a more extensive customization, e.g., adding additional displays.

The ESL API documentation can be found from docs.silabs.com.

7.1 Image Storage

Out of the box, the Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example project can store two separate images to be displayed on the WSTK LCD. The number of images can be configured via SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: Select Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag RAM Image (Figure 43), and then click Configure. This will open the option for increasing the number of images, and allocating more memory for them, Figure 44.

The next step is to add the new, additional image storages to the image registry. This happens by calling a function esl_image_add(), e.g. on app.c, function esl_core_boot_event():
Figure 45. For each image, storage configured through Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag RAM Image must be added to an image registry with function `esl_image_add()`. The third image is added on lines 334 - 337.

The function parameters are the width and height of the image, and number of bits representing a single pixel of the image.

The images can also be saved to tag’s non-volatile memory (NVM). Since the RAM and NVM options are mutually exclusive, the software component Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag RAM Image must be uninstalled first. Next, install the Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag NVM Image component, and optionally change the number of images configuration by clicking the Configure button. In addition, configure the storage space on NVM3 with the Services > NVM3 > NVM3 Default Config software component.

7.2 Additional Displays

The Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example can be extended to support multiple displays, e.g. an electronic paper display (EPD). The example provides an API to add, or register, a new or additional display(s), and a template for the functions in which the display specific driver code should be placed to or called from.

To add an additional display, install the Bluetooth > Application > Miscellaneous > ESL Tag User Defined Display Driver software package, Figure 46.

Figure 46. To extend the Bluetooth – SoC ESL Tag example project with an additional display (e.g. electronic paper display, EPD), install the Bluetooth > Application > Miscellaneous > ESL Tag User Defined Display Driver component. This will include a file `esl_tag_user_display_driver.c` to the project, including the templates for the required functions.
In addition, in the Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag Display configuration, increase the Display instances to two (in case of one additional display), Figure 47.

It is also possible to replace the WSTK display with another one. In this case, the ESL Tag User Defined Display Driver should be installed, and the ESL Tag WSTK LCD driver uninstalled.

Also, the configuration for the interface (e.g., SPI or I2C) used by the external display and possible GPIO configuration are required. But being display specific, these won’t be covered in this application note. For further information about the interfaces and GPIO configuration, see docs.silabs.com.

Figure 47. The number of display instances can be increased for the second display in Bluetooth > Application > GATT Services > ESL Tag Display software component. This is optional, if the display on WSTK is removed (ESL Tag WSTK LCD driver) or replaced with another one.

To create the display instance, and add it to the display registry, use the API calls `esl_display_create()` (line 325 in Figure 48), and `esl_display_add()` (line 329 in Figure 48). The `esl_display_create()` requires four parameters: the width and height of the display in pixels, the display type defined in Bluetooth SIG Assigned numbers, and a pointer to a `esl_display_info_p` type display info, line 322 in Figure 48.

The `esl_display_add()` requires three parameters: the `esl_display_info_p`, and a function pointers to display initialization function and display write function. The prototypes for the functions `esl_user_display_init()`, Figure 49, and `esl_user_display_write()`, Figure 51, are implemented in `esl_tag_user_display_driver.c`.

Note: If using the functions provided in `esl_tag_user_display_driver.c`, include the header file `esl_tag_user_display_driver.h` in `app.c` (#include "esl_tag_user_display_driver.h").

In addition, a separate storage for images is also needed (line 345 in Figure 48).

Figure 48. In addition to software components configuration, the display instance has to be created with function `esl_display_create()`, line 325, and it also has to be added to the display registry with `esl_display_add()`, line 329.
In this example, also the third image configuration on line 345 differs from the previous one; now the third image is being used with the electronic paper display (EPD), while the first two are being displayed on the WSTK LCD.

The optional `esl_user_display_init()` is called at startup and intended for code required to initialize the display on power-on situation.

The only mandatory function to be implemented is the `esl_user_display_write()`. This function is called when the access point requests the ESL tag to display an image on the external display.

The image data can be accessed with an API call `esl_image_get_data()`. The function requires four parameters: the index of the image to be fetched, pointer to an offset variable containing the number of bytes already read (if read in chunks), size of the buffer used, and pointer to the buffer:
Figure 51. Template for the display write function

Figure 52. After modifications shown in Figure 46 - Figure 51, the tag will have two displays. The added, second display is now listed with index 1.
8 Demo

The access point can also be controlled with a EFR Connect mobile application. This requires some additional steps when preparing the ESL tag hardware.

First, build the **Bootloader – SoC Bluetooth AppLoader OTA DFU** and **Bluetooth - SoC ESL Tag** projects normally, as described in chapter 5.2 ESL Tags. Program the bootloader into the ESL tag with Simplicity Studio (or optionally with Simplicity Commander). The compiled application binary will be programmed to the ESL tag by using a separate software called `qrcode_generator.py`, which is in the same folder as the access point `(<SDK path>/app/bluetooth/example_host/bt_host_esl_ap).

Note: The PATH environment variable must include the path to Simplicity Commander executable, since the `qrcode_generator.py` will use the Simplicity Commander to program the modified application binary to the ESL tag(s).

The `qrcode_generator.py` will create a QR code to be used to identify the ESL tag and merge it to the original application binary. Once merged, the `qrcode_generator.py` calls Simplicity Commander and programs the ESL tag.

To program the ESL tag, use the `qrcode_generator.py` and provide the target device and original .hex file as parameters:

```
qrcode_generator.py -s <Serial No> <Path to hex>
```

e.g.

```
./qrcode_generator.py -s 440284846 bt_soc_esl_tag.hex
```

![Figure 53. Programming ELS Tag with image prepared for a demo](image-url)
Once the qrcode_generator.py has programmed the merged binary to the ESL tag (indicated with line "Flashing completed successfully"), the ESL tag will boot and display a QR code on the WSTK LCD display.

![ESL Tag prepared for a demo](image)

**Figure 54. ESL Tag prepared for a demo**

In order to use the demo functionality, also the access point has to be started in demo mode (with command line options `--demo -u`), or the demo mode can also be enabled via running access point with command `demo on`.

![Running ESL access point demo](image)

**Figure 55. Running ESL access point demo**

When the access point is used in demo mode, it advertises its existence. Now the user can connect to the access point with EFR Connect mobile application. Select the Demo tab, and then the ESL Demo application.
Enabling the Demo feature on the ESL access point will make the access point to advertise, and now the EFR Connect mobile application can create a connection to the access point.

Figure 56. ESL Demo in EFR Connect mobile application
Successful connection creation will also be indicated by the access point, as shown in Figure 57.

The ESL tags can now be associated to the ESL network by reading the QR code displayed on the WSTK LCD screen with the EFR Connect mobile app. Click the QR code symbol (upper left corner on Figure 58), and read the ESL Tag’s QR code.
Once the QR has been read, the mobile app will command the access point to connect to the ESL tag in question, and the tag will be in configuring state, Figure 60.

On this state, the mobile app will ask if the tag should be configured, Figure 61. If the Configure option is selected, the access point will assign an ESL ID and group for the tag, and read and write all the other necessary configuration parameters, Figure 62.
Figure 61. ESL tag connected, ready to be configured

The ESL access point command line interface will also show that the ESL tag has now been configured.

Figure 62. ESL Tag configured

In addition, the EFR Connect mobile app will also offer an opportunity to upload an image from the mobile to the ESL tag, Figure 63 and Figure 64, and optionally to display the image automatically on the tag.
Figure 63. Uploading images to ESL tag via EFR Connect mobile application

Figure 64. Image uploaded to the ESL tag
Once the connection to the ESL tag has been closed, the tag can be controlled via EFR Connect mobile application. For example, the LED(s) can be turned on, as shown in Figure 65. This will also be indicated on the access point command line interface, Figure 66.

![Figure 65. Controlling the ESL tag via EFR Connect mobile application](image-url)
Figure 66. LED state change when controlled via EFR Connect mobile application
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A. Supported Radio Boards

**Bluetooth ESL Tag Boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRD4176A</th>
<th>BRD4187A</th>
<th>BRD4308C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRD4180A</td>
<td>BRD4187B</td>
<td>BRD4308D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4180B</td>
<td>BRD4187C</td>
<td>BRD4311A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4181A</td>
<td>BRD4188A</td>
<td>BRD4311B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4181B</td>
<td>BRD4188B</td>
<td>BRD4312A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4181C</td>
<td>BRD4195A</td>
<td>BRD4316A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4182A</td>
<td>BRD4196A</td>
<td>BRD4317A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4185A</td>
<td>BRD4197A</td>
<td>BRD4318A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4186A</td>
<td>BRD4198A</td>
<td>BRD4402A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4186B</td>
<td>BRD4308A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4186C</td>
<td>BRD4308B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bluetooth ESL Access Point Boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRD4108A</th>
<th>BRD4191A</th>
<th>BRD4318A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRD4182A</td>
<td>BRD4310A</td>
<td>BRD4319A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4183A</td>
<td>BRD4311A</td>
<td>BRD4330A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4183B</td>
<td>BRD4311B</td>
<td>BRD4331A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4183C</td>
<td>BRD4312A</td>
<td>BRD4337A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4184A</td>
<td>BRD4314A</td>
<td>BRD4402A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4184B</td>
<td>BRD4316A</td>
<td>BRD4403A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRD4185A</td>
<td>BRD4317A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simplicity Studio

One-click access to MCU and wireless tools, documentation, software, source code libraries & more. Available for Windows, Mac and Linux!